HANDS
ACTS

EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT SEEN

I
WORDS
[LAYERS]

the first title of the poem that follows: Ghost/Host
I took it from a Russian artist, a night we were speaking
about ghosts
she stumbled on the pronunciation of the word ghost
the main character in this story is both lexical
item and infant, each equally in search of
syntax, as a word ”igitur” cannot stand alone,
and cries out for nouns and verbs, as a young
hero must search for a diction, for if he is to
communicate his crisis he must put it into
language

the slash sign /
written into it
someone told me the sign looks like an
open palm
connecting the divide by a gesture of
holding
like a stroke
equally

equally a sign of a cut
or a shift
the idea that a
to pronounce. a name.
ghost could be a host,
when it has become a
ghost. in relation. to world
hosting, containing
and words. images. at a
suppressed historical real
loss for words. at a loss
events, hovering
somewhere in the present,
breath/e
or returning as revenants,
not exactly located, not
precise in memory
the title of the book from where the poem
is taken is To Damascus – as a direction,
of something that keeps moving towards
an event. We started working on the
a dedication to the city, an allusion to the conversion
book when the Syrian uprising began in
of Saul/ St. Paul blinded while hearing a voice saying:
2011, and continued while it escalated to
while on his way to Damascus
Assad’s war on his own population

other images in the poem refer to photos or movies from events in
Syria we watched together, as part of a dialogue, an exchange
the text by Jean Genet quoted in the poem, was a starting point for it
what struck me hard with the Genet text is its use of repetition, the
repeated image of hands –

the act of seeing twice, how he imagines, relives the violent scene in his
imagination. Watching the mutilated body opens his imagination for the
scene, demands, calls for

[HANDS ACTS from Till Damaskus, 2014, Marie Silkeberg and Ghayath Almadhoun, translation Frank Perry]

today I made the animation with gun on one nail and it was shooting - - - - - -

still. ghost. host. clear as crystal. several white cloths. rarely. a kind of
erotic relation of resistance and abandonment. that was no ghost that
came up the stairs. without wings. formulae of pathos. with the outside
serving as soul. interpreted the oracle too interminably. an i with an
insatiable appetite for the non-i. what hides. in time. that the space
cannot show. these weird flashbacks. not even the circle

”I tried in the Review of Palestinian Studies to show what was left of
Chatila and Sabra after the Phalangists had been there for three nights. They
crucified one woman alive. I saw the body, with the arms outstretched and
covered with flies, especially round the tips of her hands; there were ten
blackening clots of blood where they had cut off the top joints of her fingers.
Was that how the Phalangists got their name, I wondered. In that place, at
that time, in Chatila on 19 September 1982, it seemed to me it must have
been a game. To cut off someone’s fingers with secateurs like a gardener
trimming a yew – the Phalangist jokers were just gardeners larking about,
converting a landscape garden into a formal one. But this impression
disappeared as soon as I had time to think it over, and then I saw quite a
different scene in my mind’s eye. You don’t lop off either branches of fingers
for nothing.
Their windows were shut but the panes were broken, and when they heard
the gun-fire and saw the camps lit up by flares, the women knew they were
trapped. Jewel cases were emptied out on the tables. Like people pulling on
gloves so as not to be late for a party, the women stuck rings on all the
fingers and even the thumbs of both hands, perhaps five or six rings to a
finger. And then, covered with gold, did they try to escape? One, hoping to
buy the pity of a drunken soldier, took a cheap ring set with an imitation
sapphire off her forefinger. The Phalangist, drunk already, grew drunker still
at the sight of all her jewelry, and to save time took out his knife (or a pair of
secateurs found near the house), cut off the top two joints of her fingers, and
pocketed them and their adornments.”
Jean Genet: Un Captif amoureaux
1986
translation: Barbara Bray

tomorrow the technical specialist will come to me and 8 I go to Moscow

parallel texts. sections

the main is the rhythm of glimmer with sound (your voice, old vinyl, noise of
city et cetera) the letters on hands and faces

Burqa

A woman without a features sitting next to me on the bus, the gray is thick,
congestion is similar to the massacre, the gray occupies the faces, more
bodies climb the bus, the gray surrounding the city, surrounding the details,
the alleys, enters the pores, under the skin and over the sweat which cover
the bodies, and there is a woman without a features sitting next to me, our
bodies comes into contact, I feel ashamed, no room to breathe, no room for
a bottleneck, the gray covers the truth, woman without a features sitting
next to me, sitting without a features, I touched her body because of the
severity of congestion, she touched my body because of the severity of the
loneliness, she is warm like real woman, the gray surrounding the city, the
black surrounding her body, I feel ashamed, the gray pull me, my body pull
her, a woman inside something called a burqa sits next to me, something
sitting next to me, something that contains a real woman, I mean something
that contains a woman resemble a real woman, burqa without a features
hides the features of a woman who has a real features and warm body
touching my body and awakens inside me the gray who surrounding the
city, the city that contains a lot of black cloth that contains real women, real
women without features crossing the city every day, the city is gray, gray,
and there is a real woman inside something sitting next to me and reminds
me of the non truth.

violent blow-ups. dilated pupil. fall asleep in a few microseconds. as if the brain
was switched off. in long English sentences. for the first time. the first hand. the
vision. the throng. at the lock of civilization. to sleep in the holes beneath the
buildings. keep mobile. you know all this. no. I don’t know. the little hole where
it enters. the exit where it tears apart the skull. the pointing hand. the body on the
other side of the street. a grey heap. if you run in zigzags. maybe. the movement.
one of a kind. one kind. it is snowing. large snowflakes. in every tone. her voice.
not the animal’s. not the street’s. the shards of glass. the waking at night. his
night. that everything gets mixed in fiction. reality. in the memory of the
massacre. what happened. who was responsible. oblivion. repression. denial.
spectral analysis. as spectral analysis. objects of comparison. to do justice. I
don’t know. I don’t know. the art of making one word speak several times.
bloody cultural isn’t it?

she talked about the stratum. kept in balance by the authorities. to maintain this
elite at a level the authorities could accept. can accept. generations of the elite.
she says. I love the gestures of her hands. when she speaks. as she depicts with
such incisiveness how thin that stratum is. geopolitical rupture. in the dense
matter. the tunnel. to be buried alive. to make your way out. a single ray of light.
to become this primitive force. out. up. becoming one with it. recovering within
it. when everything is flickering. sliding. the external images penetrate far too far
into the internal ones. to just widen and widen. striking the same spot. or an ever
more gentle movement. supple. quick. unpredictable. suddenly without a
landscape. I envy her her landscape. yes. i search for those places where the
coating of language is not as thick she says. where there is a thinner membrane. i
was totally in your hands. secret connection. the word she uses. connections.
almost. the broken language. the broken narrative. Germany. Russia. the history
of empires. the sensitivity. the intelligence. the calm relationship. to genius.
hypersensitivity. the passion of language. the suffering. where no one wanted to
understand. no one wanted to add. the space of reading. yellow stars-ofBethlehem. Sigurd. the lamentation. the vengeance. floods of refugees into
turkey. Russian special forces inside the country. Syria. burning outlines. as. as
you are. in mine

a woman in a bright red dress is standing in the middle of the street with a
banner. all on her own. stop the killing. she waves the cloth between the cars.
rain on the streets. damp in the air. obscurity of tedium. not the quickness of
humour. its quicksilver movement. rising quickly. thirty peace observers.
eighteen dead. one day. in the course of one day. during the truce. watched the
weapon pierce the steel. the airless triangle. the gas forming. the spinning bullet.
the way it passed through the four-inch thick steel. the armour plating. the
armoured vehicle. it is whirling whirling. in the April night. the undead. around
the heart. the torso. the film she says several times. the moving image. a black
lacquered blinking membrane. long silences. foghorns. fusions. there is no
repeat. ahead is only. the silence and the wounds of language. taboo. vacuum.
the language of gestures. of the guests. that will pierce the skin. the empty gaze.
surveillance equipment. money with blood. the systematic rapes. sixty thousand.
figures. not names

chords of fire across the countryside. impossible to put out. no bread next year.
several kilometres. Idlib province. security service. the snipers. saw the gulls
over the dark water. the summer night sky reflected. bright fields. out of the
city. a few minutes. nautical miles. the gravity perhaps. in the feeling. the fear.
in proportion to. the white nights. the growing light. the sea birds. the nuances of
gradation. the plumage. wounded words. the well. something deeper. the sudden
tears. you have to catch it. in winter. the infinitely beautiful winter landscape. or
something much more unstable. the movement itself. the expectation. the hope.
the non-place. so sharply outlined. the image of the dead children. Hama. the cut
throats. with knives. fifty of them. huddled together on the ground. the blanket.
the dried-up blood. the open eyes. empty. the angle between head and body. the
streaks of blood on the face. can you see what that is he asks. pointing to
another image. I see. a boy leap. in the centre. hovering. in the centre. above
several. many. long. rows. of white shrouded bodies. life and death he says.
such a strange picture. he says. as if he is playing

II
IMAGES
[FRAMES]

”Al Musayyib, May 27, 2003. An Iraqi child jumps over the remains of victims found in a mass
grave south of Baghdad. The bodies had been brought to this school for identification by family
members who searched for identity cards and other clues among the skeletons to identify
missing family members. The victims were killed by Saddam Hussein's government following a
Shi'ite uprising here following the 1991 Gulf War. Photo by Marco Di Lauro / Getty Images”

It's an incredibly powerful picture,
bringing home the shocking
aftermath of a massacre.

“This image - which cannot be
independently verified - is believed to
show the bodies of children in Houla [Syria] awaiting burial.”

RFE/RL correspondent Valentinas Mite visited one village hall last month near Al-Musayyib, a
town 50 kilometers south of Baghdad. He found scores of people quietly untying the bundles,
then retying them as the scraps of clothes, shoes or paper inside offered no clues as to whom
the bones belonged to.
"We searched in the mass grave in front of a house called Abu Tayara. And in the Mahawil
area. We searched, and we found nothing. You cannot tell," Hashem said. "How can you tell
[which bones belong to him]? He went out dressed in ordinary clothes. He was dressed in
blue and had no documents. How can I manage to identify him?"

Using state-of-the-art technology, some 600 embedded print and broadcast reporters are sending back
real-time reports. As a result, the American public is getting an up-front and personal view of the war
around the clock.
GENEVA OVERHOLSER:
Well, Terry, I think it's a phenomenal amount of access. I'm grateful for it. I think the public can be
grateful for it. What we're getting is a dazzling array of kind of splinters of reality though. And I worry
some about what we're not getting. I worry that we may not see these splinters in any kind of whole.
I worry that we need to be mindful that for very good reasons these journalists who are embedded are
not report in a completely independent way. This is not a criticism of the Pentagon, but there are 19, I

believe, "unreleaseables" categories, most of them quite understandable, but some a little worrisome to
me, about ongoing engagements and so I think it's important that we recognize that.
I also worry a little bit that in our kind of phenomenal "gee whiz" feelings about this new embedding
and the new technologies and the video cameras that bring it all home that we may be forgetting that
there's an awful lot else going on about the war.
We shouldn't be too dazzled by what we have here.
GENEVA OVERHOLSER:
I think they're getting a spectacularly thorough picture of the operations of war thanks to this
embedding procedure, thanks to technology.
I worry though that we are so focused on that, for understandable human reasons, that we are not
getting the kind of picture we should of what's happening in the larger sense of what other nations
think of us, of whether pan Arabism is growing, a sort of setting the war into a context of a dangerous
and fast-changing world. I don't see much of that.
Geneva Overholser, columnist and a professor at the University of Missouri, School of Journalism

Apr 1, 2003 12:00 AM EDT
Stories

PBSO News Hour

Embedded Journalists in Iraq: War

Houla massacre picture mistake
Chris Hamilton | 15:26 UK time, Tuesday, 29 May 2012
Last weekend the news agenda was dominated by reports from Syria of more than 100 people being
massacred in the town of Houla.
For about 90 minutes on Sunday, the BBC News website illustrated its story about what had
happened with a picture of shrouded bodies in neat rows, with a child jumping over one of the rows.
It's an incredibly powerful picture, bringing home the shocking aftermath of a massacre.
Except that it's not from this incident at all, but was taken almost a decade earlier, in Iraq,
by professional photographer Marco Di Lauro, who works for Getty Images.
The picture was first spotted as it circulated on Twitter, the social networking site, on Sunday,
apparently sourced from activists in Syria, triggering our process for checking user-generated content.
Efforts were made to track down the original source and, having obtained some information pointing to
its veracity, the picture was published, with a disclaimer saying it could not be independently verified.

III
EYES

“How can we show you napalm in action and how can we show you injuries from
napalm?
If we show you an image of napalm injuries, you will close your eyes.
First you will close your eyes to the pictures.
Then you will close your eyes to the memory.
Then you will close your eyes to the facts.
Then you will close your eyes to the entire context.
If we show you a person with napalm burns, we will hurt your feelings.
If we hurt your feelings, you’ll feel as if we’d tried napalm on you, at your expense.
We can only give you a weak idea of how napalm works.
Harun Farocki: Inextinguishable Fire, 1969

said Hanny Megally, a lead investigator with the U.N. Commission of Inquiry on Syria.
“People are demanding now more information about what happened, why, where. Where
are the bodies?”
Washington Post December 23, 2018

This brings me to what I think is the greatest contemporary moral and political crisis,
and greatest contemporary moral and political failure--one that, I am sure, historians in
the future will condemn us for and that we will come to regard as the shame of our
generation.
Susie Linfield: ”Susan Sontag: Thinking For--and Against—Oneself,” April 2018

Many hand-wringing essays have lamented the fact that the photographs from Syria have
failed to “do anything.” This was especially so after the 2015 photograph, which quickly
zipped around the world, of the small Kurdish-Syrian boy lying face down--that is, dead-on a beach in Turkey.
As for the Caesar photographs: they were widely disseminated by newspapers, human
rights groups, and others; shown to Congress (in front of whom Caesar himself, hidden
by a hood, testified), and displayed to the public at the United Nations. Anyone can
easily find them. But, as a pithy New York Times headline put it after Caesar’s
testimony: “Syrian’s Photos Spur Outrage, but No Action.”
In my view, these complaints avoid the salient issue--one that Sontag, in On
Photography, saw so plainly and perceptively. She wrote, “Photographs cannot create a
moral position, but they can reinforce one--and can help build a nascent one. What
determines the possibility of being affected morally by photographs is the existence of a
relevant political consciousness.” This is, I think, her wisest insight, and it is one
whose meaning is often misunderstood or ignored. Photographs from Vietnam, or from
Bosnia, did not end those wars; political movements, or at least political pressures, did.
When we blame photographs for not “doing more,” we are transferring responsibility
from ourselves to the image.
Susie Linfield: ”Susan Sontag: Thinking For--and Against—Oneself,” April 2018

You leave the bar where he is fighting with the woman who contacted him.
She knows nothing about Caesar. The witness. The photographer.
Who managed to escape.
With the 53, 000 photographs of prisoners tortured to death.
Or she pretends not to know.
Has no friends who’ve died.
Didn’t study the photographs thoroughly.
As they were posted online.
Fainted at the sight.
Of recognition.

You walk out to the square.
See the sunflowers in the night.
Kids playing in the square.

Families. Women. In clusters.
Getroffen Wo. A broken poem crossing the bridge.

LANGE GASSE | BRANCH 125
Atlantis 2017
Marie Silkeberg
translation: Kelsi Vanada

As Crane explained, “One of the things I asked him was, ‘Why did you do
this?’ He said, ‘I love my country. This isn’t what Syria is. This isn’t what
the people of Syria are about.’ ”
David Crane on Cesar in “Documenting Evil: Inside Assads Hospital of Horror”, Vanity Fair, June 2015

Syrian Association For Missing And Conscience Detainees
http://www.safmcd.com/home

IV
GAZES

“A woman has arrived at Auschiwitz; the camera captures her in the movement. The
photographer has his camera installed and as the woman passes by he clicks the
shutter – in the same way he would cast a glance at her in the street, because she is
beautiful. The woman understands how to pose her face so as to catch the eye of the
photographer, and how to look with a slight sideway glance. On a boulevard she
would look in the same way just past a man casting his eye over her at a shop
window, and with this sideway glance she seeks to displace herself into a world of
boulevards, men, and shop windows. Far from here.”
Harun Farocki: Bilder der Welt und Inschrift des Krieges, 1989

Harun Farocki: Bilder der Welt und Inschrift des Krieges, 1989

At first, this text is shocking in its imputation to the Jewish woman and her Nazi photographer
of viewing relations which we associate with “normality;” and which seem unthinkable within a
context like Auschwitz. However, one of the primary functions of this sequence is to stress that,
although the male subject is at most “functionary” of the camera/gaze, the camera is defined as a
masculine extension through a whole confluence of institutional, discursive, and
representational determinants.
/…/ The star of David specularizes the Jewish woman in a second way, as well, reminding us
that Auschwitz, like other Nazi concentration camps, subjected its inmates to a hyperbolic
visibility, stripping them of their clothes and possessions, and maintaining those who were not
immediately consigned to death under an unceasing surveillance. /…/
In the interpretation of the photograph offered by the commentator, the Jewish woman
attempts to situate herself elsewhere, in a world “far from here,” by soliciting the male look
and the screen of “femininity”, rather than, for instance, asserting her “Germanness.”
Kaja Silverman: The Threshold of the Visible World, 1996

Harun Farocki: Bilder der Welt und Inschrift des Krieges, 1989

Hulton Archive. Title: Public Lynching. August 30, 1930
(Image alteration with permission: John Lucas) Claudia Rankine: Citizen, 2014

V
THE ABSENT BODY
SOUND AND SILENCE
James Byrd Jr., murdered 1998 by
white supremacists

Christian Marclay: Guitar Drag, 1999

The guitar starts screaming immediately—a wailing
feedback that sounds part human, part cat, and part horrormovie score. It’s loud and relentless. The sound alone is
half the piece, maybe more.

Marclay reconstructs the last thirteen minutes of Byrd’s life by dragging a screeching Fender Stratocaster
behind a truck, in the place of the dying man, and filming it.

Marclay has an old Trace Elliot amplifier strapped into the bed of the truck; he takes his time knotting a rope
around the guitar’s neck (the rednecks used chains on Byrd), plugs it in to the amp, and duct tapes the cord onto
the guitar. He lays the guitar on the dirt ten feet behind the trailer hitch, climbs into the truck and starts driving

VI
VOICES

Fadwa Souleimane (also transcribed as Fadwa Soliman or Fadwa Suleiman; (17 May 1970 –
17 August 2017) was a Syrian actress of an Alawite descent who led a Sunni-majority
protest against Bashar al-Assad's government in Homs. She became one of the most
recognized faces of the Syrian Civil War
Born in Aleppo, Soliman moved to the capital Damascus to pursue an acting career where
she performed in numerous plays, Maria's Voice and Media, and in at least a dozen TV
shows, including in The Diary of Abou Antar and Little Ladies. She also played an art
teacher at an orphanage in "Small Hearts," a television series that helped raise awareness
about human organ trafficking and was broadcast by several Arab channels. She also acted
in an Arabic adaptation of Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's House" at the Qabbani theater in
Damascus.
Since the beginning of the Syrian uprising in 2011, Soliman was one of the few outspoken
actresses against Assad's government. Knowing her fate would be death or prison, Soliman
wanted to participate in the demonstration to dispel what she said was public perception all
in the Alawite community, which comprised around 10 per cent of the Syrian population,
supported Assad's government. She also wanted to dismiss the government's narrative those
who participate in protests were either Islamists or armed terrorists. She appeared at rallies
demanding Assad's removal, sharing the podium with soccer star Abdelbasset Sarout, one
of a number of Syrian celebrities who backed the revolt.
Soliman also delivered impassioned monologues to camera, calling for peaceful protests to
continue across the country until Assad was overthrown. “Sectarian violence in Homs
would be worse if it weren’t for Fadwa Soliman,” says Peter Harling, Syria analyst at
the International Crisis Group, the think tank. “She has tried to contain the damage among
Alawites who have been hijacked by the regime.”
In one video message in 2011, Soliman said security forces were searching Homs
neighborhoods for her, and beating people to force them to reveal her hiding place. She cut
her hair short like a boy, and moved from house to house to evade capture. In 2012, she fled
with her husband via Lebanon and moved to France, where they resided in Paris.
On August 17, 2017, Soliman died of cancer in exile in Paris, aged 47.

Abounaddara: I will cross tomorrow, 2012

she started crying. he embraced her. the woman who had shaved her head. broke
through the blockade. into Homs. I wish I had died there, she says. we were hoping for
democracy. that it would come toward us. Western democracy. we broke through. the
wall of fear. they’ve put a price on her head, he says. I am against weapons, she says.
insists. it’s the people who set off and organized the revolution that should build the
country, she says. not the opposition abroad. those which did not make the experiences.
the challenge now that vengeance should not start. he has opened the borders. the people
begin to turn to them. because of disappointment. she refuses to read poems. before the
audience. speaks in short sentences which are simultaneously translated. with large
gaps. faults. the interpreter ever more at the mercy of the moment. helpless. the Syrian
people. she says. their poem. a list of names. a line of names. the younger woman starts
crying before showing the film. speaks of the dead photographer. shot just as he was
about to get into the car. that would drive him to the airport. away from Homs. we want
to think that he chose to stay with us, she says. he taught the young journalists to film.
the brave journalists. a man runs with a camera across a road watched by snipers on the
film. the camera spins. captures power lines. the sky. a large explosion. is heard. then
his funeral. in darkness. red light. her voice breaks, crying. I did not want it to become
this she says. entering the stage again. you wanted us to be the sensitive. those who
should carry and express suffering. and then your experts should talk. you didn’t even
ask us. I regret, she later says, I didn’t let him shoot my face. you are the first one I’m
telling this she says. I wish my face would be in his films now she says
”Snow Revolution” from Till Damaskus, 2014

Abounaddara: I will cross tomorrow, 2012

felt the trauma. the violence

without anesthesia, the pain

what one whispers in the night. to whom
incorporated into their night

what is this. the cold. i’m really
the absence of

nomadic tenderness. nomadic
repels

something volatile and inflammable

the inversions

to open yourself to the

as if the violence had invaded

the body. the

tracts to breathe inside the vortex. the snow
the flame. the human difference

the mortality

the contours of the lungs

a quality. of repression. gone too deep

Abounaddara: I will cross tomorrow, 2012

Fadwa Sulayman, November 14, 2011 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuit6PegrlU

VII
ACTS
In Harun Farockis film Inextinguishable Fire there is an absent body, a testimony quoted by the speaker (Harun
Farocki) directly into the camera: “My name is Thai Binh Dahn. I am Vietnamese… /The flames and
unbearable heat engulfed me…/ Napalm burned my face, both arms and both legs.”
The hurt in question, addressed by the speaker, “How can we show you the wounds of napalm without hurting
your feelings”, is the spectators, not the body upon which napalm was burning.

“But inside movement there is one moment at which the elements in motion are in balance.
Photography must seize upon this moment and hold immobile the equilibrium of it.”
Henri Cartier-Bresson: The Decisive Moment is the title of the English edition of Cartier-Bresson’s photo book
originally titled Images à la Sauvette (Images On the Run), published in France in 1952.

The book’s preface opens with a quote by Cardinal de Retz: “There is nothing in this world that does
not have a decisive moment.”

Behind the Gare Saint-Lazare, Henri Cartier-Bresson (1932)
has arguably the most famous examples of a “decisive moment”; the silhouette is jumping over the
puddle but his feet have yet to grace the surface – giving this photograph surrealist overtones that
prompt questions about the water itself, such as depth.
The only point in time this photograph is interested in is now.
The water is complacent, and we can see the reflections of the surroundings almost clearer than they
appear in the print
Almost half of the frame is dedicated to this reflection, we can ask, what is the importance of this? It
adds aesthetically, to the print, with the white sky and water frame the band of shadow, creating
symmetry.
But a reflection can imply careful thought of past events, a considered idea, or an indication of the
result of something.

Today's
demonstration
in #Idlib, #Syria
under the title
of
#FreedomForDe
tainees
#DetaineesFirst.
#EyesOnIdlib
#EyesOnDetain
ees

I make a note
Hands exposed
Fine. It’s coming

VIII
WORDS II

a scream she says. voicelessness. when your voice disappears. why don't you write about the photographer?
to read the detail. carefully. intensely. mimicry. to mimic. disappear. in the text. under. again. against. filth.
debris. abject. somewhere in between. how frightened. screams. screaming. va dans la mystère. move on.
keep moving. all willpower. to shoot yourself through brains darkness. straight. through. no walking in
that. I don’t remember. grief. shock. a monster in my body she said. fear. power. life. death. there is no.
scale

our love comes back in the middle of the night

1000 days in Sweden. extended family. the shocking distance. spectacle. a man walking. for three hours. in
the snow. freezing darkness. from work. back to camp. his waiting family. distance she says. zoom in and
out. back. back off. denkraum. enter elsewhere. details. fingers. not even hands. innocent. or especially. I
said so. what the frame contains. denial. maybe. disavowal. to repeat the words. a denial too deep. to wake
up from the slumber. the time of fascism. rising right. wing. radical. extreme. what do you say. resist the
temptation of totalitarianism. its compulsion. the tyrant's coercion. kill the tyrant. the frame. embedded
journalists in Iraq. wars technology. wartime. to write. wholly. from inside. mimesis, mimicry. enter. deeper.
distinct. pulsate outwards. pictures. words. a captured thought. acute. acuate. double. sharp. links

our love comes back in the middle of the night

fall? yes. move on. appropriated words. assimilated. it’s a false bridge. no. just a bridge. saw her beautiful
face. just imagine. few days ago. nothing had happened. everything actually. but not inside. the people
involved. we were just in the middle of it. still not. in the wild attempt. to get over it. the constant shocks.
in the fragile fabric. her voice. our voices. as an image maker. a creator of images. chaos’ wind. blowing. do
just anything. with ignorance. inability. lack of knowledge. skills. amateur.. does it look amateurish? who
wants to be a professional. anyway. these days. of mechanical reproduction. digital reproduction. almost
impossible. not to be. an object. abject. or desire. traces. to write. inscribe. engrave. already forgotten. in
the hyper speed. omnipresent present. peoples struggles. for justice. missing. how bright the moment. the
photo's moment. the moment of the film. history as it flows. and when it’s frozen. raw histories. the
performativity of the photograph. what it looks like. what combination. which image. in search. for which
one. in waiting. traces. material community. at the loss. dead. living. dear people

Visby, 9 april 2019, Marie Silkeberg

